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NEW DISGRACE FOR FACEBOOK
If you had to bet on which media outlet would be the
most irresponsible during the coronavirus outbreak
and you bet on anyone but Facebook you'd be a fool.
As always, Facebook doesn't disappoint.

This week Consumer Reports published an article that
demonstrated exactly what depths Facebook would
sink to to earn advertising dollars. A writer for
Consumer Reports, posing as an organization called
the Self Preservation Society, produced a series of seven
outrageous ads about coronavirus. Facebook accepted
them all. Here are three of them...

If you want to puke listen to this garbage from a
Facebook PR hack..."we’re always working to improve our
enforcement systems to prevent harmful misinformation
related to this emergency from spreading on our
services.” UUUB: Utter Unadulterated Undiluted
Bullshit.
When you are a medium that the public relies on for
information, your most basic obligation is to undertake
a minimal e ort at editorial responsibility. If these
creeps had any conscience or sense of responsibility
they'd take a fraction of the piles of money they've
accumulated and hire enough REAL PEOPLE to monitor
what they publish instead of hiding behind their
bullshit algorithms.
The director of the Center for an Informed Public at the
University of Washington had this to say, “Facebook
and other social media companies should be hiring at
unprecedented levels. It doesn’t take rocket science to
moderate the bulk of misinformation found on
Facebook...It just takes a human willing to read through
it.”
Facebook is a disgrace and a scourge.
The good news is that Consumer Reports, which had
no intention of actually running the ads, pulled them
before the weasels at Facebook ran them.

What Language Is This?
This week, the 4As published a paper entitled: "CrossIndustry Collaboration to Rede ne Brand Suitability in
Trusted News Environments."

These people are supposed to be leaders in the
communication industry and they can't even compose a
f***ing comprehensible sentence. You gotta laugh to
keep from crying.

And Speaking of Incomprehensible Horseshit...

Twitter sent out the following noti cation to its users
this week informing them of new "privacy" policies...

"Twitter shares certain non-public personal information
with certain digital advertising platforms to help measure
and optimize the e ectiveness of our e orts to market
Twitter on those platforms.”
In case you want to know what that bullshit means,
here's the translation: From now we're sending any
and all information we have about you to Facebook
and Google so they can track you down better. Isn't
that lovely?

25 Types Of Ad Fraud
I am often asked to describe the di erent types of ad
fraud. Being a dumbass copywriter, not a software
engineer, computer scientist, or researcher, I fumble
around and do the best I can.
Dr. Augustine Fou is an expert on ad fraud and he has
compiled a little cheat sheet of 25 di erent types of ad
fraud and how they operate. Here is that list with a
brief description.

No Shortage of COVID-Related Nonsense
The great Mark Ritson had a nice column about
coronavirus-related baloney this week. I wrote one,
too.

My personal favorite this week was this masterpiece
piece of vital reportage from the always reliable
Association of National Advertisers..."How CMOs Are
Weathering The Coronavirus Pandemic." Stop the
presses!
Meanwhile, coronavirus news fatigue is apparently
setting in among the public. According to Chartbeat, in
the past few weeks the amount of time spent on
coronavirus articles (orange line) has been dropping
compared to other types of news.

Tweet of the Week
What's a newsletter without a healthy dose of
obnoxious self-promotion? So here's a tweet from a
few weeks ago that I haven't had room for until today.
In other self-promotion news...you can give a listen to
a conversation I had this week with the great Brian
Jacobs on the ASI podcast here.
And you can also hear me run my mouth on Douglas
Burdett's "Authors in Quarantine Getting Cocktails" here.

To those nice people who responded to my proposed
"virtual book tour" last week, please be patient. I
promise to get back to you this week.
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